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Grow More Faculty of Engineering & Grow More Faculty of Diploma Engineering organised an orientation programme for welcoming their first year students at the Institute premises on 5th August 2015. The major objective of the programme was to make the parents and the students aware of the academic aspects of the course, rules and regulations of the Institute and ensuring parental participation in monitoring the performance and the progress of the students.

The whole programme was hosted by Prof. Kashyap Raiyani (Asst. Prof. in CE, GMFE) and it was inaugurated by lighting the lamp by the dignitaries i.e. Dr. Samir B. Patel (Principal, GMFE), Prof. Bharat Suthar (Principal, GMFDE), Ms. Judith (Grow More School), Shri. Avinash Patel (Exam coordinator, GMGI), Shri. K.M. Mistry (Workshop Superintendent) and few parents, guided by Prof. Rupal Shah (Asst. Prof. in ME, GMFE). Prayer was sung by Prof. Mamta Solanki (Asst. Prof. in EE, GMFE) & Prof. Mital Patel (Asst. Prof. in EE, GMFE).

Dr. Samir B. Patel, while delivering his welcome speech on the occasion, opened up the reality of life and ensured the parents that the Institute would guide the students into the right path. He also stressed the importance of dedication to one’s profession and the need to have proper planning before taking up and implementing any task.

Prof. Bharat Suthar, in his speech motivated the students with lots of positive energy, right attitude towards the life, career, and education. He also briefed about the rules and regulations of the Institute and requested the students and the parents to understand and abide by the Institutional rules and norms.
Shri. Avinash Patel gave necessary information about the Institutional exam policies, and also motivated the students to overcome their exam fear.

Shri. K.M. Mistry in his words of blessing blessed the students with bright future and gave them a hope of secured future.

Vote of thanks was given by Prof. Rajnikant Rathod (HOD, ME, GMFE) and he expressed his gratitude towards the Institute, Parents and Students and also towards the entire staff of GMFE & GMFDE for performing their duties and making the event a great success.

Finally the Campus Visit was carried out by the Faculties of GMFE & GMFDE, show casing their departments.

Few memories of the event:
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